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All citizens have a right to a healthy, well-balanced environment,
suitable to human development and to economic development that
does not compromise the needs of future generations. Citizens have
a duty to preserve the environment. Environmental damage shall be
remediated.
The government shall provide for the protection of this right, for the
rational use of natural resources, for the preservation of the nation's
historical and cultural heritage and its biological diversity, for the
environmental education of the nation and for the provision of infor-
mation on environmental issues.
Minimum standards for the protection of the environment shall be
established by the federal government without altering the jurisdic-
tion of the provinces which shall have the duty to establish compli-
mentary standards.
The entry of hazardous and radioactive wastes into the country is
prohibited. 1
I. The Challenge of Achieving Sustainable
Development in Argentina and the United States
In response to the accords reached at the Earth Summit
in Rio de Janeiro in 19922 and to international economic pres-
1. CONST. ARG., art. 41 as amended (1994). This translation is solely that
of the author; it was developed by direct translation of the provisions of Article
41, influenced by the meaning of other constitutional provisions and by expla-
nations provided to the author by Argentine constitutional lawyers. The full
text, in Spanish, of the translated provision follows:
Todos los habitantes gozan el derecho a un ambiente sano,
equilibrado, apto para el desarrollo humano y para que las ac-
tividades productivas satisfagan las necesidades presentes sin com-
prometer las de las generaciones futuras; y tienen el deber de
preservarlo. El dafio ambiental generarA prioritariamente la obli-
gaci6n de recomponer, segfin lo establezca la ley.
Las autoridades proveerdn a la protecci6n de este derecho, a la
utilizaci6n racional de los recursos naturales, a la preservaci6n del
patrimonio natural y cultural y de la diversidad biol6gica, y a la
informaci6n y educaci6n ambientales.
Corresponde a la naci6n dictar las normas que contengan los
presupuestos minimos de protecci6n, y a las provincias, las
necesarias para complementarlas, sin que aqudllas alteren las
jurisdicciones locales.
Se prohbe el ingreso al territorio nacional de residuos actual o
potencialmente peligrosos, y de los radiactivos.
Id.
2. [Ilntegration of environment and development concerns and
greater attention to them will lead to the fulfillment of basic needs,
improved living standards for all, better protected and managed
ecosystems and a safer, more prosperous future. No nation can
4http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol13/iss2/27
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sures,3 the Argentine Constitution was amended in 1994. Ar-
ticle 41 of the Argentine Constitution now provides the people
of Argentina with a right to a healthy environment. 4 It
adopts the international definition of sustainable develop-
ment as a means of protecting this environmental right, not-
ing that the country's productive activities should satisfy
present needs without compromising the needs of future
generations. 5
Resource use and conservation - production and protec-
tion - are fused in this new constitutional prescription. The
Argentine congress is now struggling to define a national
strategy for achieving sustainable development.
What remains to be done, in Argentina, as in the U.S., is
to find the proper balance of authority and responsibility
among national, provincial6 and local governments, as well as
between the private and public sectors, to implement these
guarantees. What legislation the Federal Congress in Argen-
tina will pass, and how the relationship between sectors and
among these levels of government will evolve, is the drama
that is unfolding in this South American country.
II. Jurisdictional Problems in a Federal System
Article 41 contains several provisions that raise ques-
tions about the responsibility of national and provincial gov-
ernments to achieve these new constitutional objectives. For
example, they state that governmental authority, as a gen-
eral proposition, shall protect the new environmental right,
provide for the rational use of natural resources and preserve
biological diversity. 7 In a single sentence that is less than
achieve this on its own; but together we can - in a global partner-
ship for sustainable development.
Agenda 21, U.N. Conference on Environment and Development, preamble, U.N.
Doc. A/Conf. 15 1/4, pt. 11 (1992), reprinted in AGENDA 21: THE EARTH SUMMIT
STRATEGY TO SAVE OUR PLANET 28 (Daniel Sitarz ed. 1993).
3. See infra part IV, section A.
4. CONST. ARG., art. 41 as amended (1994).
5. Id.
6. The twenty-three provinces in Argentina function in that country's fed-
eral system similarly to our fifty states.
7. CONST. ARG., art. 41 as amended (1994).
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clarifying on the division of responsibility, the amendment
authorizes the national government to establish minimum
standards for these purposes, but without altering provincial
authority, noting that the provincial governments may com-
plement nationally-established standards.
In both the United States and Argentina, the national
and local governments enjoy limited powers while those of
the states and provinces are more plenary. In both countries,
the role of the federal government is to establish minimum
standards regarding economic and environmental matters,
and to take responsibility for interstate commerce, interna-
tional agreements and foreign trade.8 In the United States,
property rights are defined by the states and the role of the
federal government in resource and environmental protection
is centered on protecting national interests.9 In Argentina,
provinces have primary authority over natural resources; 10
this jurisdiction is jealously guarded and appropriately pro-
tected by the new constitutional admonition that provincial
authority should not be altered by legislation and initiatives
at the federal level.11
Both countries labor under the enigma that jurisdiction
regarding the environment and the economy is shared be-
tween the federal and provincial (state) levels of government.
This concurrent authority has given rise in both nations to
historic and continuing debates over the legitimate mission of
8. CONST. ARG., art. 75, para. 18, states that the National Congress has
the authority to provide what is necessary for national prosperity, the advance-
ment and well-being of the provinces and various matters of interprovincial
commerce and international trade.
9. See Douglas R. Porter, State Framework Laws for Guiding Urban
Growth and Conservation in the United States, supra this volume, at 547.
10. See Sabsay and Walsh, Payd and Bec, Argentine Symposium supra this
volume. See also Article 124 of the Argentine Constitution: "The provinces
have original jurisdiction over natural resources in their territories" (Cor-
responde a las provincias el dominio originario de los recursos naturales exis-
tentes en su territorio). CONST. ARG., art. 124. Despite clear evidence of
significant levels of exploitation and exportation of endangered and vulnerable
wild animals, the federal government has deferred to the provinces by only
adopting a model Wildlife Protection Law which the provinces may adopt on a
voluntary basis. Conservaci6n de la Fauna [Wildlife Protection], Boletin Oficial
[B.O.] Ley 22.421 (Arg.).
11. CONST. ARG., art. 41 as amended (1994).
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each level of government. In their attempts to protect the en-
vironment, the various levels of government in both countries
have created complex, overlapping federal, state (provincial),
and local regulatory systems.
In the United States, for example, hazardous waste is
regulated federally by the Comprehensive Environmental Re-
sponse, Compensation and Liability Act, 12 by state statutes
such as New York's Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Sites
law13 and local laws in some communities such as North Tar-
rytown's Environmental Protection and Abandoned Indus-
trial Property Reclamation law.14 In much the same way, all
three levels of government in Argentina are involved in the
regulation of hazardous wastes. 15 In both countries, this re-
dundancy and confusion exists with regard to water quality
regulation and other major environmental issues.16 Impor-
tant differences in standards and enforcement exist among
these various environmental laws in both countries, making
it difficult for regulated parties to determine their liabilities
and understand their obligations. For businesses, this trans-
lates directly into greater cost and higher investment risks.
Although these systems have enjoyed some success in stem-
ming pollution' 7, grave questions have been raised about how
well they work in light of the extensive costs and risks they
impose on the private sector. 8
III. Reexamining Historic Approaches and Moving
Forward: Purpose of Article
Since it must develop statutory responses to the duties
imposed by Article 41, Argentina has an opportunity to reex-
amine these questions. In the United States, several bills
12. 42 U.S.C. § 9601-9675 (1994).
13. N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW § 27-1301 (McKinney 1994).
14. NORTH TARRYTOwN VILLAGE CODE, ch. 17A (1994).
15. See Horacio Payd, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at
593.
16. See Carlos Ben, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at
587. See also Payi, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 593.
17. See Jeffrey Miller, U.S. Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 513.
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pending in Congress that challenge environmental laws by
protecting private property rights and a recent report by the
President's Council on Sustainable Development call for a re-
evaluation of the U.S. system.
In an effort to discover the best legal strategies to re-
spond to these new challenges, seminars were conducted
among experts in economic development and environmental
protection in both the United States and Argentina. 19 The
observations and recommendations of these experts have
been summarized and published20 and will be referenced as
appropriate.
19. These seminars were held in White Plains, New York on March 2, 1995
and Buenos Aires, Argentina on April 19, 1995.
At the United States seminar, the participants were: 1) Mr. Richard Barth,
President, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Ciba Geigy and Member,
President's Council on Sustainable Development; 2) Dr. Alistair Hanna, McKin-
sey & Company, Director of Stamford Office; Ph.D., Nuclear Physics and Mem-
ber, Hudson River Advisory Board on Sustainable Development; 3) Jeffery
Miller, Former Chief of Enforcement of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Professor of Environmental Law, Pace University School of Law; 4)
John Nolon, Fulbright Scholar in Argentina, 1994-95; Professor of Law, Pace
University School of Law and Participant in President's Council on Develop-
ment Choices, 1978-79; 5) Dean Richard Ottinger, Former U.S. Congressman,
U.S. House of Representatives, Creator of the U.S. Peace Corps, Founder of the
U.S. Energy Law Center, and Dean, Pace University School of Law; 6) Nicholas
Robinson, Founder of the Environmental Legal Studies Center, Professor of En-
vironmental Law, Pace University School of Law and Editor of Oceana Press
Edition of Agenda 21.
At the Argentine seminar, the participants were: 1) Julio Barberis, Esq.,
Commission on the River Platte; 2) Eugenia Bec, Esq., Environmental Attor-
ney, Intern at the Center for International Environmental Law; 3) Carlos Ben,
Manager of Institutional Relations for Aguas Argentinas; 4) Horacio Carmona,
Independent Environmental Consultant; 5) Jeffrey Dobovek, Ciba, Plant Man-
ager; 6) Dr. Raimondo Florin, Executive Director, Business Council for Sustain-
able Development; 7) Diego Gallegos, Esq. Executive Director, Orthonological
Association of Plata; 8) Arq. Rodolfo Pedro Gass6, President, Professional Coun-
cil of Architecture and Urbanism; 9) Horacio Payd, Esq., Bruchou, Ferndndez,
Madero y Lombardi; 10) Pedro Tarak, Executive Director, Fundaci6n Ambiente
y Recursos Naturales (FARN); 11) Carlos Vigil, Counsellor on Environmental
Matters for the Southern Continent Common Market (MERCOSUR) and Presi-
dent of the Convocation for Environmental Defense; 12) Daniel Sabsay, Esq.,
Constitutional Lawyer and Author; 13) Juan Rodigo Walsh, Marciel, Norman &
Asociados, Director of Special Projects for FARN; 14) Federico Zorraquin, Presi-
dent, IPAKO and Founder, the Forest Life Foundation; 15) Dr. Charles Shaw,
McKinsey & Company, Director of Argentine Office.
20. U.S. and Argentine Symposium Speeches, supra this volume.
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This article attempts to synthesize what was learned in
these two seminars, the research conducted in preparation
for them, and the ongoing discussion among the participants.
It begins with a summary of the forces in both countries that
call for a change in the legal system, shows how these forces
urge each country to consider adopting a "framework law for
sustainable development" and ends with description of how
such a law could be adopted in Argentina to carry out the
constitutional mandates contained in Article 41. These rec-
ommendations also may chart an appropriate direction for
legal reform in the United States.
IV. Forces of Change
A. The Fusion of Environmental and Economic Policies
in Argentina
1. Economic Policy 21
Inflation, currency devaluation, aggravated international
trade deficits, elevated governmental deficits, increasing for-
eign debt, and high domestic unemployment have character-
ized Argentina's economic condition over the past two
decades and have shaped its current economic policy. As re-
cently as 1989, inflation in Argentina reached 200% per
month. Since then, Argentina has nationalized private for-
eign debt, switched to an alternate currency (then switched
back), and privatized numerous government enterprises, all
in an effort to achieve some degree of economic stability.
These severe problems, and the severe measures adopted
to correct them, illustrate the critical importance of economic
stability, credit availability, trade surpluses, economic expan-
sion, job creation and export enhancement. Argentina is cur-
rently riveted on these economic matters. Environmentalism
is becoming an important issue as environmental problems
21. This information regarding Argentina's economic conditions and
current policies was obtained from a report prepared by Stephen Binder,
entitled The Plan Cavallo, 1991-1995, An Introduction to the Argentine Macro-
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and public concern for them mount.22 The economic impera-
tives of this recovering country absolutely require, however,
that environmental strategies be coordinated with economic
policies.23
The sources of investment and credit must have a sense
of confidence in the business climate of the country. Securing
international credit, competing in international markets and
attracting foreign investment are key economic strategies of
the national and provincial governments. As the following
comments demonstrate, these considerations strongly urge
Argentine legislators to create a competent and predictable
system of environmental regulation within an overall policy
of sustainable development.
2. International Lending and
Environmental Compliance
In urging Argentina to adopt a competent system for en-
vironmental protection, one of the principal influences on Ar-
gentina is the international lending community.24 To
illustrate, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation
(OPIC),25 a U.S. lending and insurance organization, imposes
strict environmental standards on the projects it assists.26
Under U.S. federal law, OPIC must perform an environmen-
tal assessment of assisted projects27 and must refuse to assist
any project that "will pose an unreasonable or major environ-
mental hazard."28 OPIC may apply the standards of the host
country unless they are insufficient, in which case the stan-
22. See Sean F. Nolon, The State of the Argentine Environment: An Over-
view, supra this volume, at 609.
23. See Sr. Federico Zorraquin, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this
volume, at 583. "[Tlhe nature and pace of industrial activity, which has been
increasing over the past four years, must be respected by any new environmen-
tal program as it develops." Id. at 584.
24. The author acknowledges his gratitude to Frederic C. Rich, Esq. of Sul-
livan & Cromwell in New York City, for much of the information contained in
this section regarding the environmental standards of international lenders
and insurers.
25. 22 U.S.C. § 2191 (1994).
26. See Id. § 2191(3).
27. See id. § 2199(g).
28. Id. § 2191(n).
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dards of the World Bank or the U.S. Agency of International
Development must be used. As a consequence of these re-
quirements, environmentally insensitive projects will not be
assisted by OPIC and, in the absence of "sufficient standards"
in Argentina, outside standards will be used to judge environ-
mental compliance.
Another U.S. based lender, the Export-Import Bank of
the United States, handles requests for its financial support
in much the same way.29 Under its Environmental Proce-
dures and Guidelines, 30 applicants must submit an Environ-
mental Screening Document. The Bank's Board of Directors
is authorized to grant or withhold financial support after tak-
ing into account the beneficial and adverse environmental ef-
fects of proposed transactions. 31 The Bank offers special
enhanced support for environmentally beneficial projects.3 2
These Export-Import Bank requirements clearly reward
applicants from countries where environmental compliance
regimes guarantee environmental sensitivity. Where busi-
nesses have no environmental license, no certification of envi-
ronmental compliance, and no way of showing that their
activity takes place in an environmentally sensitive business
climate, they are not going to be as competitive in seeking
Export-Import Bank support.33
The World Bank has similar requirements. Projects pro-
posed for financing by the Bank, if they may result in signifi-
cant environmental impacts, are subjected to an
environmental assessment. 34 The Bank expects the borrower
to consult with affected groups and local non-governmental
organizations regarding the environmental impacts of the
29. See 12 U.S.C. §§ 635-635t (1994).
30. Export-Import Bank of the United States Environmental Procedure and
Guidelines. Frederic C. Rich, Environmental Regulations, Procedures and
Guidelines Applicable to Limited Recourse Project Finance, Inter-office Memo of
Sullivan & Cromwell in New York City, at 1 (on file with the author).
31. 12 U.S.C. § 635i-5(a)(2) (1994).
32. Id. § 635i-5(b).
33. Similarly, the Export-Import Bank of Japan will decline an application
for financing if the project is revealed to be harmful to the environment. See
Rich, supra note 30, at 5.
34. Id. at 3 (citing World Bank Operational Directive 4.01, at 5).
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proposed project and regarding methods of mitigating them;
the applicant's report must contain in its conclusions lan-
guage that is meaningful to the groups being consulted. 35 A
multilateral funding source, the International Finance Cor-
poration, requires the projects it funds to be environmentally
sensitive and to follow World Bank environmental guidelines
and policies. 36
Quite obviously, countries that have provisions for com-
petent environmental impact assessments and require con-
sultation with affected groups are going to enhance the
competitiveness of their projects that seek limited World
Bank and International Finance Corporation funds.37
3. International Markets and
Environmental Compliance
In the seminar held in Buenos Aires in April of 1995, two
participants noted that significant private sector pressures
also urge Argentina to adopt a competent system for environ-
mental compliance. One example discussed involved the re-
jection of Argentine leather goods by a private sector
European importer. After the goods arrived, it was discovered
that they were treated with a dye that is deemed to be carci-
nogenic and banned in Europe. By not adhering to accepted
international standards, manufacturers in Argentina may
suffer needless loss, as did the domestic leather company in
this illustration.38
Environmental standards of this sort are established by
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), an
35. Id.
36. Id. at 4 (citing International Finance Corporation Directive, Environ-
mental Analysis and Review of International Finance Corporation Projects, at
7).
37. For example, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA),
ensures that the objectives of the World Bank Operational Directive 4.01, re-
garding environmental compliance, are followed in its operations. See Rich.
supra note 30, at 4.
38. See Jeffrey Dobovek, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume,
at 606. Another participant, Horacio Carmona, made the same point.
12http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol13/iss2/27
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international federation founded in 1946. 39 Its purpose is to
promote international standards facilitating the exchange of
goods and services and to prevent situations like this rejec-
tion of Argentine leather goods from occurring.40 ISO stan-
dards, when issued, are guidelines; however, they may
become requirements as a practical matter as they become
accepted as international commercial standards.41 Both the
United States and Argentina are member nations of the ISO
federation.42 The standards relevant to this discussion are
the ISO 9000 series, which are focused on quality control of
company products and services.
Without being certified by an eligible third party as being
in compliance with the standards contained in the ISO 9000
series, companies may not be allowed to sell their products in
foreign markets. 43 This was the fate of the Argentine leather
goods discussed above. Failure to obtain certification under
these standards can have far reaching consequences. Gov-
ernment controlled industries in Europe, for example, require
their foreign vendors to adopt and follow the ISO stan-
dards.44 The European community is incorporating ISO stan-
dards in its mandatory requirements for the sale of
construction, telecommunications and appliance products in
member nations.45
ISO is in the later stages of developing a new standard,
known as the 14000 series.46 This new series will require
39. Christopher L. Bell & James L. Connaughton, International Environ-
mental Standards 1, (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Pace Environ-
mental Law Review). The importance of the International Organization for
Standards (ISO) to Argentine businesses was first called to the author's atten-
tion by Horacio Carmona. Horacio Carmona, Argentine Symposium Speech,
supra this volume, at 597.
40. See Bell, supra note 39, at 1.
41. Id.
42. The ISO has more than ninety member countries. Douglas B. Wein-
field, Environmental Management, ISO 14000: An Overview, LAR-330 MANU-
FACTURERS ALLIANCE 1 n.3 (1995).
43. Third party certification, or registration, is done by independent enti-
ties that, in turn, must be accredited as legitimate. There is no formal interna-
tional system for accrediting these critical third parties. Id. at 3.
44. See Bell, supra note 39, at 3.
45. Id.
46. See Weinfield, supra note 42, at 1.
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companies, as a condition of certification, to demonstrate
compliance with new standards in the areas of environmental
management systems, environmental auditing, and environ-
mental performance evaluation. 47
One of the biggest obstacles to compliance with ISO stan-
dards is lack of information on the part of the companies that
will be disadvantaged by their adoption and enforcement in-
ternationally. 48 This is yet another pressure on governments
in countries like Argentina that are trying to expand their
export markets to create a climate that encourages environ-
mental compliance as part of the process of doing business.
Environmental compliance, seen in this context, becomes an
urgent matter of economic development and expansion of
great concern to the national government.
4. Foreign Investment and Environmental Compliance
Finally, foreign investors in Argentina are aware of their
potential environmental liabilities. The constitution and
laws of most countries, including Argentina, require some de-
gree of environmental compliance. Increasingly, as the dis-
cussion above of the adoption of ISO standards demonstrates,
international standards are dictating what that compliance
means.
Foreign investors bring these expectations, in addition to
their own standards of investigating the environmental risks
of investment,49 to the bargaining table when they discuss
47. Id.
48. Paul Scicchitano, Environmental Management Looms as Next Hurdle
for Companies, COMPLIANCE ENGINEERING, SeptJOct., 1995, at 83.
49. Although there is no provision in Argentine statutory law for citizen
suits against private companies for environmental violations or damages, the
civil courts can order private business operations to cease, where environmen-
tal violations are alleged. In Schroder v. Secretariat of Natural Resources &
Human Environment, the court issued an order which stopped operations be-
cause of deficiencies in the environmental impact review process that was used.
See Juan Rodrigo Walsh, Commentarios a Fallo: "Schroder, Juan c/ Estado
Nacional (Secretaria de Recursos Naturales) si Amparo Ley 16.986," LA LEY,
SUPLEMENTO DE DERECHO AMBIENTAL, Dec. 6, 1994, at 7. Article 41 gives citi-
zens some additional standing to bring suit with respect to these matters, and
compounds the economic risks that an administratively uncertain environmen-
tal protection system engenders. See infra note 197.
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the acquisition of, investment in, or loan to, an Argentine en-
terprise. The behavior of investors globally indicates that
economic investment and environmental compliance are
fused in their investment and underwriting standards.
5. Environmental Compliance:
An Economic Imperative
Economic reality in Argentina mandates that the na-
tion's environmental compliance system achieve competitive-
ness for its projects seeking international loans and for its
companies doing business abroad, while not imposing undue
costs, delays or uncertainties on the private sector and those
seeking to invest in the Argentine economy. Political reality
requires that a proper and workable role be charted for each
level of government and that the legal systems they employ
to manage the use and conservation of the country's land and
natural resources be coordinated and economically realistic.
B. Forces of Change in the United States: Failures in the
Current System
Economic and political forces have caused a reexamina-
tion of environmental law in the United States as well. This
was evident in the seminar held in White Plains, New York.
At this seminar, two environmental law professors, a profes-
sor of land use law and two private sector leaders described
and evaluated the results of 25 years of environmental legis-
lation in the United States.50
1. Lack of Integration in Pollution Abatement Laws
In this seminar, it was observed that the U.S. environ-
mental statutes focus on single environmental issues or sin-
gle polluting industries. 51 They were adopted as problems
arose and never linked together. Generally, these laws estab-
lish national uniform standards for each environmental prob-
lem and for each polluting industry. These national
50. See supra note 19.
51. See Miller, U.S. Symposium, supra this volume, at 513.
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standards are then enforced either by federal or cooperating
state agencies against particular polluting facilities.
This system has been successful in eliminating much of
the pollution coming from large facilities and restoring some
important environmental systems to health.52 However, it
has become complex, cumbersome, and inefficient. In the last
few years, attempts to eliminate the remaining pollution em-
anating from major facilities have proven very costly to the
private sector. 53 The system does not link segments of the
environment, overlooks some important aspects of the envi-
ronment and moves pollution from one environmental me-
dium, such as the air, to another, such as the water.5 4 This
national system does not address the significant amount of
pollution that comes from smaller, ordinary land uses. This
is because it has not been linked to the state and locally ad-
ministered land use system.55
It was concluded that the environmental regulatory sys-
tem would be more effective today if it had been created origi-
52. Id. at 515.
53. Id. at 516.
54. Professor Miller's observations on this point are reinforced by the an-
nouncement accompanying the formation of a prestigious study group at Yale
University to produce "an entirely new set of policy tools for protecting the envi-
ronment." It reported that "the environmental laws enacted over the past two
decades have been successful in addressing threats from single point source pol-
lution, and single chemical and production concerns.... [Hiowever those laws
are no longer effective in dealing with more subtle environmental concerns such
as non-point source pollution." University Group to Launch New Environmen-
tal Policy Reform Effort, INSIDE E.P.A. WKLY. REP., Jan. 12, 1996, at 2.
55. A recent article about the seriousness of non-point source pollution in
Massachusetts reinforces this observation. "It has become increasingly appar-
ent in recent years that the most significant source of water pollution in Massa-
chusetts is that insidious offender "non-point source" pollution.... Non-point
water pollution in Massachusetts comes from diverse and widespread sources."
Attempting to regulate individual property uses is said to be problematic be-
cause "ordinary citizens see such regulatory activities as impinging on their
property rights." "The failure of states to create an integrated approach to de-
velopment decisionmaking" is identified as one of the major failures of the state
to control non-point source pollution. This article recommends examining the
state growth management programs discussed and evaluated by Porter, supra
note 9. M. Allison Hamm, The Massachusetts Experience with Non-point
Sources: Regulators Beware!, NAT. RESOURCES & ENv'T, Winter 1996, at 47.
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nally as a unitary and comprehensive system.56 Three
strategies should be considered to create the missing link-
ages: address all pollution from major facilities as a unitary
matter; regulate pollution comprehensively within defined
geographic areas; and link federal and state environmental
regulation with state and local land use regulation.
2. Failure to Adopt a Comprehensive System
At the White Plains seminar, it was pointed out that in
the early 1970s, before the nation's individual pollution pre-
vention laws were passed, the U.S. Senate approved legisla-
tion that articulated a national policy that would have
created this type of unitary and comprehensive approach. 57
This policy, called the National Land Use Policy Act, was nar-
rowly defeated in the House of Representatives and failed to
become law.
This Act provided incentives to states to encourage them
to adopt land use plans.58 These plans were to identify geo-
graphic regions for planning and to target certain areas for
economic growth and others for environmental conserva-
tion.59 Federal and state agencies would have been created to
coordinate all government resources and regulations with the
state plans.6 0 The state plans would have allowed coordina-
tion of municipal regulation of development patterns at the
local level. These state plans would have been the basis for
negotiations between the state and federal government re-
garding interstate environmental and economic matters.
This proposal respected the differences in legal authority
between the national and state governments, while providing
a mechanism for integrating economic and environmental
56. Hanna, U.S. Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 531.
57. For further information on the National Land Use Planning Act, see
John R. Nolon, National Land Use Planning: Revisiting Senator Jackson's
1970 Policy Act, LAND USE L. & ZONING DIG., May 1996, at 3; Jayne E. Daly, A
Glimpse of the Past, A Vision for the Future: Senator Henry M. Jackson and
National Land Use Legislation, URB. LAw., Winter 1996, at 7.
58. Nolon, supra note 57, at 5; Daly, supra note 57, at 9.
59. Daly, supra note 57, at 10.
60. Id. at 10-12.
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policy.6 1 The state plans were to coordinate the activities of
all federal, state and local agencies whose resources and en-
ergies could have been dedicated to its accomplishment. 62
Private sector leaders would have been involved in the crea-
tion of state plans and could make investments based on
these plans. This would have provided for some of the inte-
gration of economic sectors and levels of government that is
missing today.
At an earlier seminar held in White Plains, one partici-
pant noted that nine of the fifty states have adopted state
growth management statutes since 1970 even though the Na-
tional Land Use Policy Act was not adopted.6 3 These states
have integrated local land and resource planning into a
"larger framework of intergovernmental responsibilities for
managing growth and development .... In essence, the nine
states have fundamentally reconfigured their approaches for
dealing with urban development issues to emphasize inter-
governmental responsibilities and actions."6 4 Unfortunately,
in the absence of a national land use policy, only nine states
have taken this type of action and their approaches differ sig-
nificantly from one another.65
61. See Nolon, supra note 57, at 4-5; Daly, supra note 57, at 35-39.
62. Daly, supra note 57, at 10-11.
63. See Porter, supra this volume, at 547. Mr. Porter, President of the Na-
tional Growth Management Institute, first delivered this paper at a seminar on
Growth Management held in White Plains at a conference sponsored by the
Land Use Law Center of the Pace University School of Law in 1993. Mr. Porter
notes several common elements of these state framework laws: 1) states adopt
their own land use plans, including a statement of goals and objectives; 2) they
require that the activities of their own administrative agencies conform with
the goals and objectives; 3) states establish standards for local land use plan-
ning, including the elements, such as housing, transportation, open space, that
local plans must contain; 4) they provide some administrative mechanism to
ensure some consistency between local plans and state goals; and 5) they create
some appeals process for resolving conflicts between local and state plans. Id.
64. Id. at 548-49.
65. Id. at 548.
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3. Failure to Integrate Economic and
Environmental Policy
An industrial leader at the White Plains seminar, who
served on the President's Council on Sustainable Develop-
ment, agreed that a unitary system of pollution abatement
was needed, but that this too must be linked to economic poli-
cies. 66 It is necessary to examine what is happening to the
nation's natural resources as a consequence of national eco-
nomic policy. Income from resource exportation, which
causes environmental damage, is needed to balance our
heavy demand for imports. Without dealing with this bal-
ance of payments issue, the tension that causes conflicts be-
tween jobs and the environment will not be resolved. The
approach considered in the early 1970s, when a National
Land Policy Act was proposed, would have been a step in the
right direction, because national economic policy considera-
tions could influence state plans and the resource exploita-
tion and conservation that they promote.
4. Lack of Impartial Standards Arbiter
It was also recommended at the White Plains seminar
that both the U.S. and Argentina create a scientifically-based
66. See Barth, U.S. Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 525. Mr.
Barth noted the irony involved in the interest of the President's Council in the
ongoing clash between development and conservation interests in the Florida
Everglades. As noted in the discussion on the National Land Use Policy Act, see
Nolon, supra note 57, at 4, its proponent, Senator Jackson, used the Florida
Everglades as a prime example of what was wrong with the national and state
land and resource management apparatus. In the early 1970s the disconnected
and costly nature of the system was apparent in the Everglades where three
different levels of government were pursuing policies and projects there that
were in clear conflict with one another. Id. See infra text accompanying note
145.
In the absence of a coordinated planning process, the conflicts were not re-
solved and the Everglades controversy continues in 1996. See John H.
Cushman, Jr., Clinton Backing Vast Effort to Restore Florida Swamps, N.Y.
TIMES, Feb. 18, 1996, § 1, at 2. This article notes that remedial strategies in-
clude a two-cent tax on every pound of sugar produced in the Everglades region
and a $500 million one-time federal contribution in addition to a $100 million
annual cost to the federal government of ongoing conservation efforts. These are
costs that could have been avoided or contained by the Jackson proposal of a
quarter century ago. Id.
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institution to resolve the constant debates between environ-
mental and business interests regarding the capacity of the
environment to accept pollution, the dangers of pollution, the
amount of pollution in specific environments, and standards
for pollution control.67 At least in the United States, where
the courts are used to resolving these disputes, tensions will
be hard to ease between these two interests without an hon-
est and credible institution of this type. Although Argentina
has been less litigious in the environmental arena, recent
successful citizens suits indicate that an arbiter of standards
and compliance would be helpful there also as a means of
avoiding confusion as well as litigation. 68
5. Failure to Adopt New Theories of Systems Behavior
A business analyst at the White Plains seminar ex-
plained that those creating a new legal system for sustaina-
ble development should draw from what is known about
systems behavior in the business and scientific communi-
ties. 69 It was explained that thinking about systems behavior
evolved from studies in the physical sciences. The current
legal "system" for protecting the environment is based on sys-
tem theories that have been rejected in recent years by sci-
ence. Newer theories suggest that systems need to be closely
integrated for order and efficiency to emerge out of the cha-
otic patterns of behavior observable in them.70
U.S. companies are changing their management systems
to become more integrated, to connect organizational compo-
nents so that they constitute fluid systems, to gather the in-
telligence that exists at all levels, and to be able to react
efficiently to new information and change. 71 This private sec-
tor reorganization is consistent with new scientific thinking.
Public environmental control systems that are rigid and
whose components are disconnected prevent this type of self-
organizing behavior and the efficiency it tends to achieve.
67. Barth, supra note 66, at 529.
68. See supra note 49.
69. See Hanna, U.S. Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 531.
70. Id. at 544-46.
71. Id.
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6. High Costs of Current System
Predictably, the current legal system for pollution abate-
ment imposes extremely high costs on U.S. industries. 72 In
some industries, these costs are so high that they exceed most
other costs of doing business; lately these costs have been in-
creasing at an exponential rate.73 This is due, in part, to the
fact that industry leaders have not been involved in shaping
the regulations and have been given little choice in deciding
how to meet their objectives. Private sector leaders must be-
come more involved in creating regulatory systems and busi-
nesses must be given flexibility in meeting environmental
standards. The legal systems that deal with land and re-
source use must also be integrated with pollution abatement
laws and the regulations and functions of local, state and na-
tional agencies must be integrated as well.
7. Counterattack of Property Rights Legislation
Recent legislative activity in the United States to protect
property rights is, in significant part, a reaction to the disor-
ganized and costly state of the U.S. environmental protection
system. 74 When adopted, these bills make the process of en-
acting environmental and health regulations much more
time-consuming, costly and complex. These bills take one of
four forms:
1. First, there are compensation statutes that require
the government to compensate landowners whose property
values have been diminished by a regulation beyond an es-
tablished percentage of value, such as 25% or 50%.
72. In the United States, we find that huge sums of money are being
spent to resolve problems that we never expected to confront.
Stockholder wealth in major companies is being destroyed at a
rapid rate. This could have been avoided if we had set up a system
that was much more integrated from top to bottom; one that under-
stood at the grass roots level what the issues were and that was
flexible and responsive. If such a system had been created in the
first place, we would be doing much better today.
Id. at 532.
73. Hanna, U.S. Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 531.
74. For a complete description of these statutes see John R. Nolon, Takings
and Property Rights Legislation, ALB. L. ENVTL. OUTLOOK, Winter 1996, at 61.
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2. Second, there are assessment statutes that require
agencies to conduct cost-benefit assessments, or risk as-
sessments, involving elaborate and comparative analyses
of the costs and benefits of proposed regulations.
3. Third, there are review statutes that require the
Attorney General, or other official, to conduct a review of
the potential of proposed regulations to effect a taking of
private property with varying consequences.
4. Finally, there are hybrid laws that include two or
more features of the above provisions.
Certain features of these bills demonstrate a negative, or
retributive quality: they impose on regulators the types of
burdens the proponents of these statutes believe have been
imposed on private property owners. These features penalize
agencies by taking from their annual budgets the funds
needed to compensate private owners for diminutions in
property values caused by the regulations of those agencies.
This mimics the complaint of the proponents that regulations
tend to use penalties, rather than incentives, to achieve their
ends. These negative features make the regulatory process
unduly complex and burdensome on the regulators in appar-
ent retribution for the burdens of time and money imposed by
regulators on property owners.
Other features of these bills are progressive and helpful.
They require regulators to state clearly and to quantify the
benefits that proposed regulations will achieve and to mea-
sure those benefits against the costs imposed on the private
sector. They speed up the regulatory process and facilitate
compliance with regulations by involving regulated parties in
the creation of the regulations and by giving them market-
based and flexible options for complying with the standards
of the regulations.
By the end of 1995, nearly all state legislatures were con-
sidering, had passed or had rejected, at least one of these
types of statutes. In the following 18 states, some such legis-
lation has been enacted: Arizona, Florida, Idaho, Indiana,
Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana,
22http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol13/iss2/27
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North Dakota, Texas, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Washing-
ton, West Virginia and Wyoming. 75
8. A Collaborative Approach: The President's Council
on Sustainable Development
During 1995, nearly two dozen property rights bills were
considered at the federal level. These federal proposals con-
tained most of the features of those considered at the state
level: compensation requirements for diminished property
values, complex new requirements that federal regulators
must meet and greater synchronization between the regula-
75. This trend in the states began in 1991 with the enactment of a Wash-
ington bill that required the Attorney General to review regulations to deter-
mine whether they have potential for effecting a regulatory taking. WASH. REV.
CODE ANN. § 36.70A.370 (West Supp. 1996). Since then, Delaware, Indiana and
Tennessee have adopted bills of this type. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 29, § 605 (Supp.
1994); IND. CODE ANN. §§ 2-5-18-1 to -11, 4-22-2-29, -32, -40 (Burns Supp. 1995);
TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 12-1-201 to -206 (Supp. 1995).
In 1992, Utah adopted a statute that requires state agencies to conduct
assessments of their regulations' potential to effect takings. UTAH CODE ANN.
§§ 63-90-1 to -4 (Supp. 1995). Since then, Arizona, Idaho, Kansas, Missouri,
North Dakota, Virginia, West Virginia and Wyoming have adopted statutes of
this general type. These statutes may exempt certain emergency or public
health protection regulations from their coverage. AIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 37-
221 to -223 (1993); IDAHO CODE §§ 67-8001 to -8004 (1994); KAN. STAT. ANN.
§§ 77-701 to -711 (Supp. 1996); Mo. REV. STAT. § 536.017 (1994); N.D. CENT.
CODE § 28-32-02.5 (Supp. 1995); VA. CODE ANN. § 9-6.14:7.1 (Michie Supp.
1996); W. VA. CODE §§ 22-1A-1 to -6 (1994).
In 1994, Mississippi enacted the first state statute requiring compensation
to property owners whose property values are diminished by state regulation.
1994 Miss. Laws ch. 647 (codified as amended in scattered sections). Since then,
Florida, Louisiana and Texas have adopted such statutes. FLA. STAT. ANN.
§§ 70.001 to .080 (West Supp. 1996); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 3:3601 to 3624
(West Supp. 1996); TEx. GOVT CODE ANN. §§ 2007.001 to .045 (West Supp.
1996).
In November of 1995, by a 60-40% margin, voters in Washington State re-
jected what would have become the nation's most sweeping property rights pro-
tection measure. The rejected Washington initiative would have required
compensation to property owners for any diminution of value caused by public
benefit regulations unless the regulated activity is a public nuisance; it would
also have required agencies to conduct extensive takings impact assessments of
land use regulations. This follows a 1994 vote by Arizona voters rejecting, by
the same margin, a less sweeping property rights protection measure. See
David Postman, Wash. State Rejects Land Rights Law; Defeat May Slow Down
National Legislation, WASH. POST, Nov. 11, 1996, at El.
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tions and the needs of the private sector. None of these bills
have been adopted by the full Congress. 76
After three years of study, the prestigious President's
Council on Sustainable Development recommended against
many of the reforms contained in these federal property
rights proposals. Instead, it called for an evaluation of the
current system, the retention of what works within that sys-
tem and improvements to make the system more collabora-
tive77, cooperative, flexible and comprehensive. 78
The Council's report endorses "a shift of environmental
power and responsibility away from the government and to-
ward individuals and enterprises."79 It states that "regula-
tions that specify performance standards based on strong
protection of health and the environment - but without man-
dating the means of compliance - give companies and commu-
76. They include S. 605, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) (Omnibus Property
Rights Act of 1995); S. 343, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) (Comprehensive Regu-
latory Reform Act of 1995); H.R. 9, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995), which includes
separate titles on risk assessment, regulatory reform and private property
rights protection); H.R. 961, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) and S. 851, 104th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) (Clean Water Act amendments); and H.R. 2275, 104th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1995), S. 1364, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) and S. 768, 104th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1995) (Endangered Species Act reauthorization).
77. "The most important finding of the Council, the report said, is that new
approaches can work only if they are based on collaboration and consensus."
THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, SUSTAINABLE
AMERICA, A NEW CONSENSUS FOR PROSPERITY, OPPORTUNITY, AND A HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT FOR THE FUTURE 6 (Feb. 1996).
Note that the provisions of property rights acts that call for peer, or indus-
try, review of regulations, before they are adopted, can be seen as a technique of
achieving this collaboration and consensus. Provisions of property rights pro-
posals that make the regulatory process more costly and complex and allow
businesses to challenge regulations in court were not endorsed by the Presi-
dent's Council. Id.
The recommendations of the U.S. President's Council parallel those of the
private sector Business Council for Sustainable Development as outlined by Sr.
Federico Zorraquin and Dr. Raimondo Florin. See Zorraquin, Argentine Sympo-
sium Speech, supra this volume, at 583. See also Dr. Raimondo Florin, Argen-
tine Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 581.
78. John H. Cushman, Jr., Adversaries Back the Current Rules Curbing
Pollution, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 12, 1996, at Al.
79. Id.
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nities flexibility to find the most cost-effective way to achieve
environmental goals."80
The Council's report contains the language of consensus
that can guide lawmakers toward the creation of a compre-
hensive legal system. "To achieve our vision of sustainable
development, some things must grow - jobs, productivity,
wages, capital and savings, profits, information, knowledge
and education - and others - pollution, waste and poverty, en-
ergy and material use per unit of output - must not."83
The language of the Council's report suggests that there
are two levels of reform. The first calls for greater respon-
siveness and flexibility within the current system of environ-
mental protection. The second calls for some method of
linking economic and development policies with this regime
for environmental protection. How else can a "vision of sus-
tainable development" be achieved?
The Council's central conclusion, around which the con-
sensus of its diverse membership was based, is that "pollu-
tion is waste, waste is inefficient, and inefficiency is
expensive."8 2 Neither Argentina nor the United States can
afford a legal system that is not aimed at, and competent to
achieve, efficiency. Borrowing the Council's phrase, the na-
tional legal systems of the two countries must become inte-
grated and coordinated because complex and redundant legal
systems are wasteful.
V. Why a Framework Law?
There are three avenues that legal reform can take.
First, it can attempt a fundamental change in the current
system. Second, it can improve it more gradually, in a piece-
meal fashion. Third, it can provide a framework within which
greater efficiency can be achieved and from which change
within the system can evolve. This article suggests that Ar-
80. Id.
81. THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, SUSTAINA-
BLE AMERICA, A NEW CONSENSUS FOR PROSPERITY, OPPORTUNITY, AND A
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT FOR THE FuTURE 6 (Feb. 1996).
82. Id. at 3.
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gentina and the U.S. should consider adopting a framework
law, which articulates clearly the roles and duties of each
level of government and the private sector and establishes
the processes through which those roles can evolve and ma-
ture.8 3 This approach avoids the great political barriers to
radical reform while creating a reliable framework within
which evolutionary change can occur.
By suggesting and proposing a national framework law
for sustainable development, an opportunity is created for the
representatives of various interest groups to resolve the fun-
damental tensions among them and to codify that agreement
in law. The negotiations surrounding the development of
such a framework proposal can occur as this integrated and
comprehensive proposal is discussed and designed or they
can occur, and reoccur, each time a single statute or project is
proposed or is reauthorized, as is happening today.
A. Framework Laws in Latin America
At least four Latin American countries have adopted
framework laws that integrate various environmental pollu-
tion laws and economic development policies and attempt to
coordinate the roles of the federal, state and local govern-
ments in their implementation. These include two countries,
Brazil and Mexico, that have decentralized federal systems
like Argentina's and two, Chile and Venezuela, that have
more centralized national governments.8 4
83. As described by the United Nations Environment Programme, a
framework law 'lays down the basic legal principles without at-
tempting to codify all relevant statutory provisions. It normally
starts with a declaration statement of national environmental goals
and policies, followed by institutional arrangements designating
the competent governmental authorities and commissions and the
common procedural principles for environmental decision making
... applicable to all sectors.' Framework laws also generally leave
preexisting legislation in place and are broader in scope than the
environmental laws in the United States.
Lawrence J. Jensen, Environmental Protection in Latin America: A Rapidly
Changing Legal Framework, 8 NAT. RESOURCES & ENV'T., Fall 1993, at 23.
84. This description of the framework laws adopted in Brazil, Chile, Mexico
and Venezuela is based on a facial examination of the statutes as originally
adopted, not on the implementation or subsequent amendment of those stat-
26http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol13/iss2/27
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Brazil's framework law,85 the earliest of the four, was en-
acted in 1981; Chile's, the most recent, was adopted in
1994.86 The primary thrust of the laws enacted in Brazil,
Chile and Mexico8 7 is to coordinate governmental initiatives
to protect the environment. Venezuela's law8 8 is aimed more
squarely at economic development through land use planning
as the method of coordinating resource use and conservation.
The Chilean and Brazilian laws do not deal with economic
development or land use management as a technique for coor-
dination, while the Mexican law incorporates features of eco-
nomic and territorial planning in its approach. Because of
their widely varying approaches to creating a more compre-
hensive system, the approaches taken in these nations pro-
vide a menu of options for other countries considering the
adoption of framework laws.
1. Chilean Framework Law8 9
Chile's environmental framework law became effective in
March of 1994. The two principal features of the Chilean law
are the creation of a centralized national agency, the Na-
tional Commission on the Environment (CONAMA), and the
extensive use of environmental impact assessments. The law
coordinates environmental review with the permitting of
projects that might have a significant effect on the environ-
utes. As such, this discussion provides evidence of provisions that were adopted
at a single point in time in these Latin American countries and, to this degree
only, is a comment on their political feasibility.
85. National Environmental Policy, Didrio Oficial, Lei 6938, (Braz.), avail-
able in WESTLAW, ENFLEX-BR Database (hereinafter Brazil Law No. 6938).
86. Ley Bases del Medio Ambiente [The Law on General Bases for the Envi-
ronment], Official Gazette of the Republic of Chile, Ley 19.300 (Chile), reprinted
in 1 J. ENVTL. POL'Y & L. LATIN AM. & CARIBBEAN 163 (1994) (hereinafter Chil-
ean Law 19.300).
87. Venezuelan Land Use Planning Act, Gaceta Oficial de la Repiblica de
Venezuela, Ley 3.238 (Venez.), reprinted in FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZA-
TION OF THE UNITED NATIONS, 33 FOOD & AGRIC. LEGIS., Dec. 1984, at 9 (herein-
after Venezuelan Law).
88. La Ley General del Equilibrio Ecologico y la Proteccion al Ambiente
[The General Law of Ecological Equilibrium and Environmental Protection],
Diario Oficial de la Federaci6n, arts. 1-194, Jan. 28, 1988 (Mex.), available in
WESTLAW, ENFLEX-MX Database (hereinafter Mexican Law).
89. Chilean Law 19.300, arts. 1-92.
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ment. 90 Projects that present a certain level of environmen-
tal risk are subject to a full environmental impact study.91
Projects with less impact are subject to an environmental im-
pact declaration, involving a lower level of study and
review.92
Environmental reviews under the Chilean system are
conducted by the National Commission on the Environment
when a project has potential impacts on more than one re-
gion.93 When the impact is internal to a particular region, a
Regional Environmental Commission in that jurisdiction con-
ducts the environmental assessment.94 Permits are issued by
the reviewing commission if the project complies with appli-
cable environmental standards established by the National
Commission on the Environment.95 The liability of offending
parties under this system is based only on intentional or will-
ful violations, not strict liability based on ownership or
operation.96
The Chilean law calls for air pollution emission reduction
plans in priority areas, where national quality standards
must be met; it uses taxes on emissions and tradable emis-
sion permits, among other techniques, to achieve compli-
ance. 97 Resource management plans must be submitted for
certain natural resource areas with unusual scenic, biologi-
cal, habitat or renewable resource value. 98 With these excep-
tions, the law evidences little attempt to channel growth and
development forces and to balance them with open space and
natural resource conservation.
90. These include, water supply and storage systems, power lines and sub-
stations, electric power plants, nuclear reactors, transportation terminals, de-
velopment projects, mining operations, carbon fuel facilities, manufacturing
facilities, agro-industrial facilities, hazardous materials handling operations,
sanitation projects and operations dealing with the application of chemicals.
Id. at tit. II, para. 2, art. 10(a)-(r).
91. Id. art. 11(a)-(f).
92. Id. art. 18.
93. Chilean Law 19.300, tit. II, para. 2, art. 9.
94. Id.
95. Id. art. 16.
96. Id. tit. III, para. 1, art. 51.
97. Chilean Law 19.300, tit. II, para. 6, arts. 45-7.
98. Id.
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The Board of Directors of the National Commission on
the Environment are officials of the national government.99
The Commission has an interdisciplinary advisory board,
however, composed of scientists, representatives of nongov-
ernmental organizations, universities, businesses and labor
organizations. 100 Its role, as the name implies, is strictly ad-
visory to the Commission. 10 1
Citizens and non-governmental organizations are in-
volved in the environmental review system directly.'0 2 They
are permitted to submit observations regarding projects
under review and allowed an administrative remedy to chal-
lenge the issuance of a permit if their observations are not
appropriately considered. 0 3 Citizens are not permitted to
sue offending polluters, but they may petition the municipal-
ity with jurisdiction over the offender to enforce applicable
standards. 10 4 If the municipality refuses, it is deemed to be
jointly and severally liable for the violations.'0 5
2. Brazilian Framework Law'0 6
The Brazilian law demonstrates an early commitment to
sustainable development. Its objectives, articulated in 1981,
include enhancing the existing environment, reclaiming dam-
aged environments and ensuring sustainable socio-economic
development. 10 7 It dedicates itself to achieving sustainable
development, consistent with environmental conscious-
ness. 08 The duties of the federal government include setting
99. Id. tit. VI, para. 2.
100. Id.
101. Chilean Law 19.300, tit. VI, para. 2.
102. See Diego Gallegos, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume,
at 599, for an example of the salutary role that a non-governmental organiza-
tion played in resolving an environmental controversy in Argentina.
103. Chilean Law 19.300, tit. II, para. 3, arts. 28-9.
104. Id. tit. III, para. 1, art. 54.
105. Id.
106. Brazil Law No. 6938. Of the four national models described here,
Brazil's is perhaps most relevant for Argentina. Both nations are members of
the MERCOSUR, the common market of the southern continent, and have
similar, decentralized federal governments.
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environmental quality criteria and standards, encouraging
appropriate research and development, education, defining
and protecting priority areas, and preserving natural re-
sources and maintaining ecological equilibrium. 10 9
Two national agencies are established by the Brazilian
law. One is established as a cabinet department; the other is
interdisciplinary, composed of industry, labor and non-gov-
ernmental representatives, state officials,and environmental
professionals. 110 The interdisciplinary group establishes pol-
lution standards and criteria for the licensing of pollution
generators. 1" Licenses are issued by the states, except for
petrochemical, chemical and nuclear facilities which are is-
sued by the cabinet agency." 2
The cabinet level agency serves additional functions.
The issuance of licenses to potential polluters by the states is
done under its supervision. 3  It also monitors and super-
vises compliance with environmental quality standards. 1 4
This national cabinet agency maintains a registry of all per-
sons and entities with technical expertise in pollution control
and environmental management, and the manufacturers and
suppliers of pollution control equipment. 1 5 It also has re-
sponsibility for protecting areas and matters that are the
subject of international agreements or responsibilities. 1 6
Enforcement, the administration of fines and other sanc-
tions, is shared with local and state governments. National
enforcement responsibility is given to the cabinet agency,
which may also intervene when the states and municipalities
do not enforce standards within their jurisdictions."17 The in-
terdisciplinary agency has final review authority over the
fines and sanctions imposed by the cabinet agency." 8 Liabil-
109. Id.
110. Brazil Law No. 6938, art. 6.
111. Id. art. 9.
112. Id. art. 10.
113. Id. art. 11.
114. Brazil Law No. 6938, art. 11.
115. Id. art. 17.
116. Id. art. 18.
117. See id. arts. 6-9, 14.
118. Brazil Law No. 6938, art. 8(111).
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ity for violations of standards is strict; violators are held ac-
countable for damages caused irrespective of fault.119
3. Mexican Framework Law120
The Mexican law, adopted in 1988, combines many of the
features of the laws of the other three countries, Chile, Brazil
and Venezuela. The Mexican governmental system is fed-
eral, but it is somewhat more centralized than Argentina's
and Brazil's. The majority of Mexico's 32 states, including
the Federal District, have their own environmental laws.
The 1988 Act requires that state and local laws must be at
least as stringent as applicable federal regulations and
standards. 121
The framework law establishes a cabinet level agency to
coordinate the functions of the other national cabinet depart-
ments. 22 It establishes an environmental impact statement
as a prerequisite for permits.123 This system is administered
at both the federal and state level, depending on the degree of
environmental impact of the project or activity under review.
A national registry is established of businesses and indi-
viduals that perform environmental services. 124 There is an
educational program to be administered primarily through
the formal school system of the country.125 Provisions call for
the designation of various types of protected areas and their
management directly or through cooperation agreements,
with special permits required for development within
them.126
The Mexican framework law focuses on territorial, or
land use, planning as a means of accomplishing sustainable
development. The law recognizes the relationship between
"human settlement" patterns and the preservation of ecologi-
119. Id. art. 14(WIV).
120. Mexican Law, arts. 1-194.
121. Id. tit. I, ch II.
122. Id. ch. III, art. 8.123. Id. ch. V, art. 32.
124. Mexican Law, tit. I, ch. V, art. 32.
125. Id. arts. 39-41.
126. Id. tit. II.
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cally important areas. 127 It sets forth provisions for permits
and financial incentives to encourage the "proper location of
productive activities."128 It also recognizes the relationship
between these issues and the location of urban infrastruc-
ture, services and the provision of housing. The law calls for
federal, state and local cooperation regarding urban develop-
ment and housing policy in order to maintain, improve, or re-
store the balance of human settlements with natural
elements and assure improvement of the quality of life.129
4. Venezuelan Framework Law13 0
The last set of concerns in the Mexican statute is the fo-
cal point of Venezuela's framework law: The Land Planning
Act of 1983. 11 Venezuela, like Brazil and Argentina, has a
federal, but less decentralized governmental structure. It de-
fines land planning as the regulation of the siting of human
settlements and the development of the territory with a view
toward securing harmony between the welfare of the people,
the use of natural resources and the protection of the environ-
ment.3 2 This, again, represents an early commitment to the
principles of sustainable development.
The concerns of this framework law are broad indeed.
They include the optimum use of the territory, harmonious
regional development, integrated agricultural development
and country planning, efficient process of urbanization, the
layout of transportation networks, environmental conserva-
tion and the rational use of natural resources. 133
The principal mechanism relied on to achieve these mul-
tiple objectives is an integrated system of land use planning
at the municipal, regional and national level. The law estab-
lishes a national Land Use Planning Committee to work with
127. See id. tit. I, ch. V, arts. 23-7.
128. Mexican Law, tit. I, ch. V, art. 19.
129. Id. ch. II.
130. Venezuelan Law, arts. 1-78.
131. It is the author's understanding that the provisions of this law have not
been implemented effectively in Venezuela.
132. Venezuelan Law, tit. I, § 2.
133. Id. § 3.
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the national Ministry of the Environment and Natural Re-
sources on the creation and implementation of land use plans
at all three levels of government.134 Included in this national
committee are cabinet officers who typically do not partici-
pate in the coordinating bodies under the other framework
laws.13 5 These include, for example, the ministers of trans-
portation, urban development, energy and mines, and
agriculture. 136
In the Venezuelan framework law, there are provisions
for the formation of regional planning commissions and the
creation of regional land use plans. 13 7 Requirements for town
plans to insure that they comply with national standards are
set forth.138 It is understood that the national pattern of land
development and conservation will be set by these local plans
which makes it important that they consider and accommo-
date regional and national objectives, including environmen-
tal protection.
Under this system, the permitting of development activi-
ties is based on their compliance with land use plans.13 9 Vio-
lators are subject to fines and sanctions as in the other
systems.' 40 The national government has extraordinary au-
thority over nationally protected areas' 4 ' and over land use
planning when regional and local agencies do not meet their
obligations under this system.142
In 1976, the Venezuelan Congress passed the Basic Envi-
ronmental Act that created a national plan for conservation,
protection and improvement of the environment, as part of
the overall national plan. Article 1 states that the purpose of
134. Id. tit. III, ch. I, § 20.
135. Id.
136. Venezuelan Law, tit. III, ch. I, § 20.
137. See id. ch. III.
138. Id. ch. VI.
139. See id. tit. IV, ch. IV.
140. Venezuelan Law, tit. VI.
141. These include national parks, forest reserves, national security and de-
fense, wild fauna reserves, refuges and sanctuaries, national monuments, tour-
ist areas and areas placed under special administration under international
treaties. Id. tit. II, ch. V.
142. Id. tit. III.
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this legislation is to establish "guidelines for the conserva-
tion, protection and improvement of the environment to up-
grade the quality of life as part of the nation's comprehensive
development policy."143
B. The National Land Use Policy Act in the United States
Before these four Latin American laws were adopted, an
attempt was made in the United States to create a frame-
work law, also called the National Land Use Policy Act,'"
that would have helped to coordinate environmental, land
use and economic policies. Recent experience suggests that
had such a law been adopted before the complex structure of
environmental law was cobbled together, the cost, complexity
and confusion of the current system could have been less-
ened. For this reason, a description of the National Land Use
Policy Act proposed in the U.S. and the events surrounding
its consideration is merited.
Over 25 years ago, Senator Henry Jackson proposed both
the National Land Use Policy Act and the National Environ-
mental Policy Act, 145 under which environmental impact re-
views were first required, because he was frustrated by the
conflicts and confusion concerning critical economic and envi-
ronmental programs at the national, state and local level.
One example, of many he cited, involved three agencies of the
federal government working at cross purposes in the Florida
Everglades. 146 One of them was preserving the area as a
park, the other altering the landscape for flood control, the
third funding airport construction. One of these was re-
sponding to the request of a local government in Florida, the
other a Floridian county, and the third the State of Florida.
None knew what the others were planning or doing. In effect,
four levels of government were at odds about the area's
future.
143. Ley Organica del Ambiente [Basic Environmental Law], art. 1, 1976
(Venez.)
144. S. 3354, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970).
145. 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370d (1994).
146. See supra note 66.
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Senator Jackson realized that the National Environmen-
tal Policy Act (NEPA), which he proposed and which was
adopted in 1969, helped to solve problems like the Everglades
example. Under its provisions, all involved federal agencies
were required to consider the impacts of their actions on the
physical environment before acting. This provided one com-
mon denominator to organize federal activity. However, it
would not have altered the fundamental conflicts in the land
use objectives pursued by each of the federal agencies and the
state and local governments involved in the Florida Ever-
glades and elsewhere.
The National Land Use Policy Act was directed at con-
trolling this type of inefficient and self-defeating agency be-
havior. It proposed to create a framework to coordinate the
impact of federal and state actions on land use. It was a fu-
sion proposal focused on both land resource use and conserva-
tion. It would have lessened the conflicts Senator Jackson
saw emerging in cases like the Florida Everglades by requir-
ing that both development and conservation objectives be
considered in advance of specific conflicts and controversies.
1. Federal Incentives
The Act provided several powerful incentives to states to
encourage them to create strategic land use plans, based on
local input and public participation. The incentives in the
Act included direct federal grants to the states, the provision
of a network of data needed to plan efficiently and a commit-
ment that federal actions of all types would conform to state
land use plans after they were adopted and accepted. 147
2. State Plans
State plans were to designate areas for growth and areas
for conservation. Federal resources would then have to be di-
rected to encourage growth and conservation in accordance
with the state plan.148 The Act would have designated a fed-
eral agency to coordinate federal action; states were en-
147. See Daly, supra note 57, at 10.
148. Id. at 12.
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couraged to establish coordinating agencies for the same
purpose.' 49
3. Affecting the Causes of Environmental Pollution
Such an approach aims at the cause of much environ-
mental pollution. By asking the states to designate conserva-
tion areas, government resources and regulation can abate
development pressures in those areas and greatly reduce the
air and water pollution, wetlands disappearance and habitat
destruction that comes with development.
Much of the environmental legislation passed in the
1970s was aimed at pollution abatement and expressly dis-
claimed having any impact on the land use authority of state
and local governments. Typical is a provision of the Clean
Air Act which states that nothing contained in the Act in-
fringes on the existing authority of local governments to plan
or control land use. °50 Experience has shown, however, that
pollution abatement and land use control are hard to sepa-
rate. Federal statutes that require development activities in
or near wetlands to obtain permits, that prohibit or regulate
development in tidal wetlands and coastal areas, and that af-
fect development around water bodies and water courses
amount to direct regulation of land use in and around these
resources.
Despite the federal disclaimer, these statutes, and others
affecting coastal zone management, safe drinking water and
resource conservation, deal with the use of the land and its
resources. By changing the category of a stream under these
regulations, for example, an environmental agency can dras-
tically lower the density at which land development can pro-
ceed in the vicinity of that stream and alter significantly the
uses or densities allowed by local land use law. These envi-
ronmental laws have established a variety of prescriptive
standards regulating discrete slices of the environment that
are impacted by the way land is used: the development pace
and pattern created by local and state land use regimes. The
149. Id. at 10-13.
150. 42 U.S.C. § 7431 (1994).
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two are fundamentally the same, though in federal legal fic-
tion, they are distinct enterprises.
C. Guidelines for National Land Use Policy
By focusing on the use of the land, the National Land
Use Policy Act dealt with the causes, rather than the effects,
of environmental pollution. By providing incentives to states
to prepare state plans and designate development and con-
servation areas, and promising to use federal resources to
promote state plans, the Senator's proposal respected the cur-
rent understanding of the proper role of the states, and their
localities, in land use matters.
Senator Jackson believed that the National Land Use
Policy Act must contain new procedures and machinery to
lessen the conflicts, the wasteful delays, and the inefficient
results which he felt the land use competition generates. 151
The Act, he asserted, would require effective methods for im-
plementation and make implementation an integral part of
the planning process. 152
For its time, the National Land Use Policy Act was a pre-
scient proposal. The first draft of that statute contained
guidelines for a national land use policy that remain vital and
instructive today.
1. It Was Based on an Organizing Principle: The new
"wisdom" of the scientific and business communities teaches
us about the close connections that exist within the environ-
ment, between economic development and environmental
conservation, and between man and nature. 153 The focal
151. The author conducted research on the National Land Use Policy Act
under a grant from the Henry M. Jackson Foundation which included inter-
views with several individuals who worked with Senator Jackson on the Na-
tional Land Use Policy Act from whom observations of this kind were obtained.
These individuals include William Van Ness, who was Chief Counsel of the Sen-
ate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs; Grenville Garside, Jackson's
Legislative Aid; Wally Bowman of the Congressional Research Service; and Dan
Dreyfus and Suzanne Reed, two staff members of the Senate Committee on In-
terior and Insular Affairs.
152. Id.
153. See MURRAY GELL-MANN, THE QUARK AND THE JAGUAR (1994); ILYA
PRIGOGINE & ISABELLE STENGERS, ORDER OUT OF CHAOS: MAN'S NEW DIALOGUE
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point for the National Land Use Policy Act made these con-
nections. In Senator Jackson's view, that focal point is the
use of the land. He argued the point eloquently:
To a very great extent, all environmental management de-
cisions are intimately related to land use decisions. All en-
vironmental problems are outgrowths of land use
patterns. 154
Public policies are too often defined and carried our in frag-
mented, narrow scope programs by mission-oriented
agencies.155
At the present time a whole host of agencies are deeply in-
volved in land use planning .... Most of these plans are
necessary and desirable. The problem is however: To
date, no one in the Federal Government has ever put these
plans together to see if they are consistent, to see if they
make sense, and to see if they are compatible with local
goals and aspirations. As a result, there are needless and
costly conflicts between agencies and departments of the
Federal Government, between State and Federal Govern-
ment, and between State and local government. 156
2. It Provided An Open-Ended Process: The National
Land Use Policy Act established an open-ended process
rather than dictating adherence to a fixed set of objectives.
The most important feature of the Act, however, and I
might add, the least recognized, is that it establishes new
decision-making procedures for all agencies of the Federal
government. Some of these procedures are designed to es-
tablish checks and balances to insure the potential envi-
ronmental problems will be identified and dealt with early
WITH NATURE (1984); ToM PETERS, LIBERATION MANAGEMENT: NECESSARY Dis-
ORDER FOR THE NANOSECOND NnETiEs (1992).
154. Henry M. Jackson, Environmental Policy and the Congress, 11 Nat. Re-
sources J. 403, 412 (1971).
155. National Land Use Policy: Hearings on S. 3354 Before the Senate Com-
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970), App. 3, at
392, 394 (A view from Capitol Hill, address by Senator Henry M. Jackson to the
Princeton University Conference, Princeton, N.J., Mar. 9, 1970).
156. 116, Cong. Rec. 1757, 1759 (1970), Senator Jackson introducing S. 3354,
The National Land Use Policy Act of 1970.
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in the decision-making process and not after irrevocable
commitments have been made.157
The change in thinking about systems behavior in the
scientific and business communities over the course of this
century corroborates this approach. 158 End-state, "tradi-
tional" planning relies upon the principles of determinism,
mankind's ability to know and predict outcomes. Newer
planning and management approaches are more focussed on
open-ended processes than on end-state visions, and rely on
the inherent intelligence that exists, and arises out of, sys-
tems that are functioning organically.
3. It Provided Information and Called for Full Participa-
tion: Systems theories, today, emphasize the importance of
gathering and respecting the intelligence available from
within all of the components of a system. Senator Jackson
proposed the efficient use of all reliable and objective data.
He called for citizen participation at the grass roots level to
fill the inevitable gaps in the data network. This "practical
wisdom" not only provided information, but could serve to
balance the various interests within the system. 159
157. National Land Use Policy: Hearings on S. 3354 Before the Senate Com-
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970), App. 3, at
392, 393 (A view from Capitol Hill, address by Senator Henry M. Jackson to the
Princeton University Conference, Princeton, N.J., Mar. 9, 1970).
158. See Hanna, U.S. Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 531. See also
GELL-MANN, supra note 153.
159. In the Senator's words:
The history of conservation and environmental concern has been a
history of specific, isolated confrontations - a history of focussing on
the issue of crisis of the moment, wilderness preservation, and oil
spill or air pollution. A comprehensive management approach to
environmental administration has not been achieved, our institu-
tions and procedures still condition us to fight brush fires.
National Land Use Policy: Hearings on S. 3354 Before the Senate Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970), App. 3, at 392, 393 (A
view from Capitol Hill, address by Senator Henry M. Jackson to the Princeton
University Conference, Princeton, N.J., Mar. 9, 1970).
Another distinguished United States politician made similar observations.
"I know of no safe depository of the ultimate power of society but the people
themselves, and if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise their con-
trol with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but to
inform their discretion by education." Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Charles
1996]
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4. It Established a Coordinated and Integrated System:
The National Land Use Policy Act, which established a clear
role for each level of government and insured that their activ-
ities would be coordinated. It would have integrated local,
state and federal systems. Planning was to emerge from the
local level to be memorialized in a state plan, which was
under constant review. The federal role was to provide incen-
tives, data, assistance and training to encourage and help the
states in their coordinating role. The states would have pro-
vided a common forum for localities to organize their regula-
tory regimes and capital budgets so that all three levels of
government could cooperate to encourage development in
designated growth areas and to encourage land and resource
preservation in conservation areas. In other words, Jackson
advocated a framework that was competent to integrate re-
source allocation and regulation into a coherent process. 160
5. It Favored Incentives to Cooperate Over Mandates to
Conform to Rigid Standards: State participation in this plan-
ning process was voluntary. Senator Jackson believed
strongly that the role of the federal government was to pro-
vide effective incentives to encourage state involvement and
to assure that this integrated system came into being and
functioned efficiently. Incentives were his technique for build-
ing a healthy and organic land use system, one that gathered
intelligence from all its components, one that was integrated
and within which efficiency resulted from the interplay
among all decision-makers and affected parties. Emphasiz-
ing planning, he felt, by providing incentives to encourage it,
would lessen the "needless and costly conflicts between agen-
cies and departments of the Federal Governments, between
Jarvis (Sept. 28, 1820), in BARTLETT'S FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS, at 473 (Little
Brown & Co., 14th ed. 1968).
160. In Senator Jackson's words:
A national land use policy can provide a framework within which
the spectrum of proposals to utilize environmental resources can be
balanced against one another and measured against the demands
they collectively impose upon the government. A common structure
is needed within which the public can compare alternate proposals
to achieve environmental goals.
Jackson, supra note 154, at 413.
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State and Federal Government, and between State and local
government." 161
In order to make intelligent decisions which are not based
on the emotion of conservation's cause celebr6 of the mo-
ment or in the error of simply perpetuating past practices,
there is a very real need to develop a national capacity for
constructive criticism of present policies and the develop-
ment of new institutions and new alternatives for the man-
agement of land, air, water and living space.162
The current systems for environmental protection in the
U.S. and Argentina are top-down, standard driven, centralist
and not integrated with the local processes that spawn the
land use patterns that cause, or can prevent, much of the en-
vironmental pollution the federal system is designed to abate.
The new paradigm, emerging from the scientific and business
communities, requires a constant feedback process within an
integrated system. Integration, today, refers not simply to in-
tergovernmental coordination, but a profound fusing of public
and private sector planning and processes. It is through per-
vasive interaction within entire systems that mutually effi-
cient behavior - order and efficiency - evolve. These concepts
of efficiency and integration should be reflected in modern
processes of resource allocation and regulation.
D. A Basis for Action in Argentina and the U.S.
For national lawmakers in the two countries, the critical
challenge is to define and advocate a new system of resource
use and regulation. The relatively new term "sustainable de-
velopment" provides, conceptually, this type of integration
and a basis for the reform of our legal systems. Argentina
now confronts the challenge of codifying its constitutional
commitment to sustainable development. The U.S. has a his-
torical legacy, provided by Senator Jackson, that can be revis-
ited and revised as we seek mutually beneficial ways to
161. 116, Cong. Rec. 1757, 1759 (1970), Senator Jackson introducing S. 3354,
The National Land Use Policy Act of 1970.
162. Jackson, supra note 154, at 406.
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develop more efficient systems for resource use and
conservation.
As Senator Jackson said in 1970:
Meeting the challenge of the land promises to be a difficult
task. It will not be resolved by one act in one legislative
session. It will require experimentation and the refine-
ment of many programs over a long period of time. It will
require hard decisions about what is to be conserved and
what is to be lost in the tides of social and technological
change which sweep this country. And most important, it
will require a national effort based on a high level of State
and Federal cooperation. 163
With the lessons of the past quarter century to sharpen our
perception, Senator Jackson's challenge rings more loudly
and, hopefully, is more audible today.
VI. Considerations for Creating a Framework Law
in Argentina
A. Argentine Constitutional Provisions
Under Article 41 of the Constitution, 64 added in 1994,
the government in Argentina must respond to at least seven
mandates: 165
1. It shall protect the citizens' right to a healthy, well
balanced environment, suitable to human development
and to economic development that does not compromise
the needs of future generations.
2. It shall provide for the remediation of environmen-
tal damage.
3. It shall preserve the nation's historical and cultural
heritage and its biological diversity.
4. It shall provide for the environmental education of
the nation and for the provision of information on environ-
mental issues.
163. 116, Cong. Rec. 1757, 1758 (1970), Senator Jackson introducing S. 3354,
The National Land Use Policy Act of 1970.
164. CONST. ARG., art. 41 as amended (1994).
165. See supra note 2.
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5. The federal government shall establish minimum
standards for the protection of the environment without al-
tering the jurisdiction of the provinces.
6. The provinces shall have the authority to establish
complimentary standards.
7. It shall prohibit the entry of hazardous and radioac-
tive wastes into the country.
Two conclusions can be derived from reviewing these
mandates:
1. First, it is the federal government's obligation to es-
tablish a system within which these mandates can be car-
ried out, if the current system is not competent to meet
them. By definition, provincial legislatures cannot, acting
alone and independently, create a system competent to
protect the right to a healthy environment for the citizens
of the nation.
2. Second, the organizing principle of the seven man-
dates is the first of the seven listed above: the obligation of
the government to protect its citizens' right to a healthy
and balanced environment, "suitable to human develop-
ment and to economic development that does not compro-
mise the needs of future generations." This latter
language expresses the Argentine government's commit-
ment to sustainable development as defined in the Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro. This requires the federal gov-
ernment to establish a system that fuses environmental
protection and economic development: two key compo-
nents of sustainable development.
There are two other constitutional provisions, also added
by the reforms of 1994, that are relevant to the authority and
obligations of the federal and provincial governments in
Argentina:
1. Jurisdiction over natural resources: The Constitu-
tion states that "the provinces have original jurisdiction
over natural resources in their territories."166 This provi-
166. CONST. ARG., art. 124 as amended (1994): Corresponde a las provincias
el dominio originario de los recursos naturales existentes en su territorio.
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sion must be respected by the national congress as it estab-
lishes a comprehensive system to protect the constitutional
right to a healthy environment of the citizens. 16 7
2. Jurisdiction over territorial planning: The Consti-
tution also states that the national congress is authorized
"to provide for the harmonious growth of the nation and
territorial settlement and to promote policies to balance
the relatively unequal development of the provinces and
regions."168 In establishing a comprehensive system to
promote sustainable development, this provision clarifies
the authority of the federal congress to provide for a com-
petent system of territorial planning. 169
In environmental terms, these provisions allow the fed-
eral congress to establish and carry out two systems: one to
prevent and remediate point-source pollution through the es-
tablishment and enforcement of minimum standards for envi-
ronmental quality; the other to prevent non-point source
pollution by providing for the harmonious growth of the "na-
tion and territorial settlement."
The failure of the U.S. government to adopt a legislative
program in the early 1970s to coordinate its initiatives to pre-
vent both point and non-point source pollution is regarded to-
day as one of the principal failures of its legal system. 170
167. Note, however, section 2340 of the Argentine Civil Code which states
that the territorial seas, the inner bays, harbors, rivers, sea and river shores,
navigable lakes and their beds and any other water resources capable of satisfy-
ing the public interest are under federal jurisdiction. C6digo Civil [COD. Civ]
§ 2340 (Arg.).
168. CONsT. ARG., art. 75, section 19 of the Constitution, authorizes the Na-
tional Congress to "[p]roveer al crecimiento arm6nico de la Naci6n y al
poblamiento de su territorio; promover politicas diferenciadas que tiendan a
equilibrar el desigual desarrollo relativo de provincias y regiones." Id.
169. Under Article 5 of the Argentine Constitution, the provinces are author-
ized to created a system of municipal government. From province to province,
the degree of autonomy given to municipal governments varies, as it does in the
United States. In most provinces, municipalities control land use and develop-
ment, as do their U.S. counterparts, by adopting building ordinances, issuing
permits for residential, commercial and industrial projects, providing for water
and sewer services, transportation facilities, and their maintenance. All these
functions are intimately bound up in the national system of environmental pro-
tection and enhancement. CONST. ARG., art. 5 as amended (1994).
170. See Miller, U.S. Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 513.
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Without integrating national programs for the prevention of
pollution and for the economic development of its territory, it
is difficult, if not impossible, for a nation to achieve sustaina-
ble development.
B. Four Approaches to Sustainable Development
The experiences in four Latin American countries and
the U.S. provide a variety of conceptual models for Argentina
to consider in developing a strategy for achieving sustainable
development through legislative reform. These models are
derived from initiatives in five countries to develop a frame-
work law within which sustainable development strategies
can operate.
The Chilean model is a centralized model, focused princi-
pally on the prevention of environmental pollution. It is cen-
tered on the aggressive use of environmental impact reviews
as a prerequisite for the issuance of a permit to develop a pro-
ject or undertake an activity that might involve environmen-
tal pollution. Environmental quality standards are
established nationally. Regions are allowed to conduct envi-
ronmental reviews and issue permits when activities have
only regional impacts.
The Brazilian approach is also focused on environmental
protection but is more decentralized, with states issuing per-
mits and licenses following national standards and with some
national supervision and monitoring. The participation of af-
fected and interested parties is provided for by their repre-
sentation on the board of a national agency. The board
establishes standards for environmental quality and stan-
dards for the issuance of licenses and permits. It also hears
appeals from enforcement orders. Enforcement of environ-
mental matters of national significance is within the author-
ity of a cabinet level agency. Otherwise, states and
municipalities enforce the standards.
The Mexican statute involves both a comprehensive envi-
ronmental protection regime and a territorial planning
scheme as its method of achieving sustainable development.
It adopts some of the techniques of the Chilean and Brazilian
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models, particularly environmental impact reviews and a de-
centralized permitting system, but it also concerns itself with
urbanization, the location of development and the conserva-
tion of the land. In this way, it is cognizant of both point-
source and non-point source pollution.
The Venezuelan model concentrates on territorial plan-
ning. It adopted an intergovernmental land use planning pro-
gram as its method of controlling land and natural resource
use and the effects of non-point source pollution. The cabinet
level agency it creates involves those department of the na-
tional government whose activities affect land and natural re-
source use. Its permitting system is focussed on whether
development proposals and other activities meet the criteria
established by local, regional and national land use plans.
The National Land Use Policy Act proposed in the U.S. in
the early 1970s operated in much the same way as the Vene-
zuelan model. Its principal sponsor believed that a compre-
hensive approach to territorial planning was a prerequisite
for effective pollution prevention strategies. Territorial plan-
ning has, as one of its key components, the prevention and
containment of non-point pollution emanating from the gen-
eral development patterns that occur under municipal and
state land use permitting practices.
By beginning with territorial planning, a framework is
created for decision-making regarding the location and per-
mitting of point-source projects and activities. Such a frame-
work would permit the Argentine government to address
several of the mandates of Article 41:
1. Territorial planning provides a legal basis for the
federal government to mark off and act to protect critical
natural resource areas that it is obliged to protect under
the Constitution and international treaties.
2. It is through land use controls that historical and
cultural buildings, monuments and sites are protected.
3. Biological diversity occurs in discrete areas that are
greatly affected by provincial and municipal land use and
planning policies.
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4. Economic development can only be sustainable if it
is organized on the land in serviceable and cost effective
patterns.
C. Assessing the Argentine Experience to Date
1. Adequacy of the Current System:
Improvements in the current legal system in Argentina
are being called for. Practitioners assembled for this study
seemed unanimous in their critical assessment of the envi-
ronmental legal system, both at the national 171 and provin-
cial level. It, like the U.S. system,172 is characterized as
overlapping, 73 confusing,' 7 4 costly and incomplete.' 75
171. Prior to the creation of the Secretariat of Natural Resources and
Human Environment at the national level, five out of the eight departments
had some authority over the environment. This is being consolidated under the
new Secretariat. Dr. R. Eugenia Bec, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this
volume, at 595.
172. See John Nolon, U.S. Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 519.
173. Decree Nb. 674189, as amended by Decree Nb. 776/92, regulates dis-
charges into waters subject to federal jurisdiction. Contaminaci6n Hidrica
[Water pollution], B.O. Decreto 674189 (Arg.), amended by Control de Con-
taminaci6n y Preservaci6n Aguas [Water preservation and Pollution Control],
B.O. Decreto 776/92 (Arg.). See supra note 167, for the less than clarifying defi-
nition of waters which are subject to federal jurisdiction. All Argentine prov-
inces, and some municipalities, have water regulations applicable to the water
within their respective territories.
174. The Argentine Hazardous Waste Law regulates the treatment, trans-
port or disposal of hazardous wastes generated in places under federal jurisdic-
tion, wastes generated in a province but transported out of that province,
wastes that are capable of affecting the environment outside the province or
wastes that are of national economic significance. Ley de Residuos Peligrosos
[Hazardous Waste Law], B.O. Ley 24.051 (Arg.). See supra note 167, for the
imprecise definition of federal waters, which would be a "place subject to federal
jurisdiction" under Nb. 24,501.
175. The National Air Pollution Law, which is similar to the U.S. Clean Air
Act in many ways, is not self-executing, has not been implemented administra-
tively and, therefore, is not being enforced. Normes par la Preservaci6n de los
Recursos del Aire [Regulations for the Preservation of Air Resources], B.O. Ley
22.284 (Arg.).
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2. Capacities within the Current System:
There is limited experience in Argentina in effective en-
vironmental enforcement, 176 joint federal/provincial strate-
gies, use of judicial remedies, and the effective involvement of
either industry representatives or citizen groups in the crea-
tion of environmental standards or effecting compliance with
those standards. Similarly, there is limited experience in Ar-
gentina with national or provincial involvement in territorial
planning.177
3. The Urgency of Economic Development
and Expansion:
A critical national priority is the expansion of economic
activity, domestically and internationally, the attraction of
foreign capital to the country and strategies to increase pri-
vate sector employment. The fiscal integrity of the national
and provincial governments depends on continued successful
economic strategies.
4. The Economic Relevance of Environmental
Compliance and Territorial Planning:
Argentine companies cannot compete effectively for in-
ternational capital and cannot sell competitively in foreign
markets unless they can demonstrate that they are in compli-
176. There is, for example, no general Argentine law that requires the fed-
eral government to perform environmental impact assessments regarding fed-
eral projects and activities. A national law was enacted in 1991, Law 24.197,
which did create such a requirement but which was vetoed by the President of
the Republic. The national government has some experience with environmen-
tal assessment. Law 23.879 requires environmental impact assessments to be
performed for certain dam construction. Obras Hidr~ulicas: Evaluaci6n de las
Consecuencias Ambientalas que Producen o Podrian Producir en Territorios
Argetinos las Represas Construidas, en Construcci6n y/o Planificadas [Public
Water Works: Analysis of the Environmental Impacts Produced by Dams that
are Existing, Under Construction, or Planned in Argentina], B.O. Ley 23.879
(Arg.). Articles 30, 36, and 60 of the national Hazardous Waste Law require
assessments for the installation or removal of treatment or storage plants and
regarding the managment of some hazardous wastes. B.O. Ley 24.051, arts. 30,
36, 60 (Arg.).
177. See Arq. Rodolfo Pedro Gass6, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this
volume, at 577.
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ance with minimum standards of environmental quality. The
constitutional mandate to establish minimum environmental
standards is, then, a prerequisite for economic success in the
global marketplace.
5. The Importance of Controlling Non-Point Source
Pollution
The U.S. experience proves that without effective territo-
rial planning, non-point source pollution cannot be controlled
and the cost to the public sector of remediating this pollution
and of providing public services in areas which are not devel-
oped in cost effective patterns will be very high. The Argen-
tine federal government has clear authority to establish a
national system of territorial planning through partnerships
with its provinces as a means of controlling non-point source
pollution and providing a framework for economic develop-
ment and point-source pollution as well.
D. A Strategic Approach
Given its new constitutional mandate, the national gov-
ernment must act. The limited experience and success of the
current federal and provincial systems, however, indicate
that the initial objective should be to establish the appropri-
ate roles for each level of government. In addition, the na-
tional government should provide for the involvement of
regulated industries and representatives of non-governmen-
tal organizations and establish a process for the gradual inte-
gration of the country's current economic, territorial and
environmental laws.
The initial emphasis should be on creating a collabora-
tive process, 178 on the collection and distribution of informa-
tion and data and on the gradual integration of existing
programs into the overall framework created. All of the rele-
vant functions of government, that are to be ultimately inte-
178. This process has begun in Argentina. On June 3, 1993 the governors of
the provinces of the country and the President of the Republic formed the Fed-
eral Environmental Council. Consejo Federal de Medio Ambiente (COFEMA).
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grated into a comprehensive system, should be included in
some fashion from the beginning.
The tendency of provinces in Argentina to fail to adopt
model laws passed by the federal congress in the areas of air
pollution, water pollution, hazardous waste regulation and
wild animal protection suggests that provinces need to be mo-
tivated to join in creating the national system called for by
the constitution. This begins by giving them maximum con-
trol over the implementation and enforcement of the basic
standards that must be set under Article 41 by the national
government.
Allowing provinces the authority to conduct environmen-
tal impact reviews, issue permits and enforce sanctions af-
fords them that control, without abdicating the duties of the
federal government under the constitution. 179 Authorizing
federal authorities to enforce established standards by de-
fault - where the provinces are unwilling or unable to do so -
creates an additional incentive for the provinces to act and, at
the same time, honors the constitutional guarantee of a
healthy and balanced environment to the citizens. Finally,
the national government should provide information, techni-
cal resources, tax incentives and financial assistance to the
provinces that join the new national system for sustainable
development.
E. Priorities for National Action
1. Registry and Licensing:
In order to create a competent system of providing certifi-
cates of compliance to Argentine manufacturers and export-
ers, the national government should examine the current
system of accrediting firms and entities that are certified to
issue compliance certificates under the ISO program in Ar-
gentina.180 ISO is considering creating international stan-
179. See Pedro Tarak, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume,
where a sound reason for this provincial control is articulated: "What is appro-
priate as a strategy in a city in the northwest region of Argentina is not neces-
sarily the answer to what would be done legally, politically, or administratively
in the south." Id. at 564.
180. See supra note 42.
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dards for accrediting compliance examiners; Argentina
should be certain that its examiners are properly certified, so
that the certificates they issue are recognized and respected
internationally. If appropriate, a registry of certified examin-
ers could be created.
This registry could be expanded to include the registra-
tion or licensing of the manufacturers and suppliers of envi-
ronmental clean-up equipment and processes; the generators
and handlers of hazardous waste, and principal point source
polluters. This central registry of environmentally relevant
firms and entities could be a principal method of tracking and
supervising those principally responsible for potential pollu-
tion and its prevention.
Licenses could be issued to the producers and handlers of
pollution and hazardous wastes which could be a prerequisite
for doing business in the country. Violations of federal or pro-
vincial standards could be grounds for the suspension or revo-
cation of the license. A particularly effective sanction would
be to suspend or cancel a company's ISO compliance certifi-
cate in the event of severe or repeated violations of estab-
lished standards.
Registration and licensing can be subject to periodic re-
newal and reporting. Registrations and licenses could be
given for fixed periods, such as two years, subject to renewal
upon the filing of a report of activities or compliance. The
reporting process could be an excellent method of monitoring,
and source of data concerning, environmental compliance.
Fees could be charged for listing on the registry and the
issuance and renewal of licenses. These fees could be a reve-
nue source to cover the costs of the maintenance of the regis-
try and the issuance of licenses and monitoring of the
activities of the licensees. Where appropriate, provincial of-
fices of the Registry and Licensing agency could be created.
The maintenance of this registry is an appropriate na-
tional function and responds to the mandates of Article 41, of
establishing minimum standards for the protection of the en-
vironment in a way that should not affect, or alter, the au-
thority of the provinces.
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2. Standard Setting Entity' 81
The national congress should consider establishing an in-
dependent and impartial entity to create minimum standards
for protecting the environment, thus conforming with the
specific mandate of Article 41. This entity should be organ-
ized so that the scientific community, regulated industries,
and non-governmental organizations have a competent role
in standard setting and so that the entity is regarded as both
apolitical and impartial. If desired, this entity can be created
as an independent corporation, separate and apart from gov-
ernmental influence.
One of the critical roles of this standard setting agency
could be its advisory function to the national congress and
legislature regarding the formal adoption of standards, the
need for stricter standards in particular areas or provinces,
and the mechanisms recommended to meet the standards
over time. There is an obvious need for a gradual process of
encouraging and enforcing compliance that this entity could
meet if properly chartered, organized and supported.18 2
181. At the White Plains conference on this subject, Richard Barth, the
President of Ciba-Geigy and member of the President's Council on Sustainable
Development offered these comments:
If you have a chance in Argentina to build a new system, I would
make sure there is a credible, objective, scientifically-based institu-
tion... which has broad support of the population. Our experience
in the President's Council indicates that each constituency brings
in its own set of experts, comes up with its own data, and continues
to disagree. There is no institute in the United States where we
can refer these questions for resolution, one whose decisions will be
accepted by the public and the courts. So, the constituents disagree
and we end up in the courts in litigation with one group's expert
vying against the other's. The existence of a respected centralized
institution would help limit for debates which exist between these
contentious parties.
See Barth, U.S. Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 529-30.
Note the similarities between Mr. Barth's suggestion and the approach
taken in Brazil, under which an independent, interdisciplinary body is given
standard setting duties. See supra part V., section A.2.
182. The Air Pollution Law currently calls for the establishment of maxi-
mum levels of air pollutants to regulate stationery sources of air pollution, how-
ever, such levels have not yet been established. B.O. Ley 20.284 (Arg.)
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One of the methods of financing the important operations
of this entity could be through a schedule of fines imposed on
polluters. These fines could be graduated so that, as time
passes, it becomes less and less economical for pollution to
occur. This should be sequenced with compliance procedures,
giving polluting industries time and flexibility to achieve
compliance. If the provinces are placed in charge of enforce-
ment, some method of sharing the fines and penalties would
have to be created, with the provinces retaining sufficient
revenues to pay for the cost of enforcement and the rest paid
to this independent agency. Those payments could be supple-
mented by national appropriations and channeled through a
national environmental and territorial promotion fund.183
3. Negotiated Standards
Among the functions of this entity would be the listing
and classification of hazardous materials and substances and
the classification of water bodies and water courses and the
establishment of air and water quality standards. This sys-
tem of classification and standards should be a unitary one
that recognizes the interconnected nature of water and air
resources.
Standards should not be issued by this entity or adopted
by the Congress until they have been negotiated with the af-
fected industries involved and expert non-governmental orga-
nizations and academies. The involvement of these parties
must be significant and effective so that the full costs and
benefits of the standards can be assessed in a practical
fashion.
This involvement should also be used to identify and ar-
ticulate market-based methods of achieving compliance.184
Regulated entities should be given sufficient time and a full
range of realistic options to achieve compliance. The amount
of time that is realistic and the range of options allowed can
183. See infra part VI, section E.8.
184. See Zorraquin, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at
583. "[Tlhe government first has to provide a simple program with reasonable
environmental quality objectives .... Private companies should adopt self-regu-
latory initiatives to meet established standards." Id. at 584.
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be established by this consultation process. Where public
health issues exist, international obligations or other na-
tional exigencies requiring more stringent methods of compli-
ance should be developed.
4. Territorial Planning
The national congress should establish a territorial plan-
ning system under which geographical areas of national, pro-
vincial, and municipal importance can be designated. The
congress should adopt a statute providing, within the limits
of the constitution, for compacts to be entered into among
municipalities, the provinces and the nation for the protec-
tion and enhancement of these areas. 185
185. See Gass6, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 577.
Architect Rudolfo Pedro Gass6, representing the Argentine Professional Coun-
cil of Architecture and Urban Professionals, (Consejo Profesional de Arquitec-
tura y Urbanismo) notes that:
the federal government should promote the creation of a legal and
administrative structure to insure comprehensive and effective
land use and environmental planning in Argentina. [Although
under Article 124 of the Constitution,] all matters relevant to the
use of natural resources and the occupancy of the land are in the
hands of the provinces... an amendment to Article 75, section 19 of
the Constitution, authorizes the National Congress "to provide for
the harmonious growth of the nation and territorial settlement and
to promote policies to balance the relatively unequal development
of the Provinces and Regions."
Id. at 577-78.
In Spanish it reads: Proveer al crecimiento arm6nico de la Naci6n y al
poblamiento de su territorio; promover politicas diferenciadas que tiendan a
equilibrar el desigual desarrollo relativo de provincias y regiones. CONST. ARG.,
art. 75, § 19 as amended (1994).
This provision can be seen as a basis for national legislation regarding set-
tlement, growth and development similar to the Spanish system. In Spain,
where 17 provinces enjoy great legal autonomy, the national government re-
tains important planning powers, particularly regarding strategic economic
planning, fiscal decisions, property legislation and national infrastructure.
Based on this constitutional language and the Spanish model, it is possible
for the National Congress in Argentina to adopt a General Territorial Planning
Act setting forth national policies of settlement, growth, land development, re-
source conservation and environmental protection. This Act could also define
critical land areas and jurisdictions at the national and provincial level and set
forth procedures for comprehensive planning and administration to ensure
their effective development and protection.
Gasso, supra this volume, at 578.
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The congress should also establish a planning process
that links the municipal and provincial territorial planning
system and the development permits issued under it with the
enforcement of national and provincial environmental stan-
dards and the licensing and permitting systems used to
achieve compliance with those standards.18 6 The system of
environmental permitting established by the provinces under
the national environmental system should be synchronized
with the municipal and provincial permitting system for pri-
vate development projects and public works projects.
Incentives, including technical assistance, should be pro-
vided to municipal and provincial governments to adopt and
enforce comprehensive territorial plans that protect national
and provincial priority areas and prevent the pollution of pro-
tected resources, such as water bodies and courses and
threatened air masses. Citizen participation in the prepara-
tion of municipal and provincial territorial plans should be
guaranteed.
5. Geographical Information System
Article 41 requires that the government collect and pro-
vide information regarding environmental issues. The devel-
opment of computer-based, geographical information systems
now provides a feasible and cost-effective means of collecting
and distributing a wide range of information relevant to envi-
ronmental pollution, protection and territorial planning.
These systems have entered a new phase of development and
are now affordable and user-friendly. The advent of a com-
prehensive system of environmental protection and territo-
rial planning is the ideal time to develop an information
program in the context of a computer-based, geographical in-
formation system.
This system can become a central data collection and dis-
tribution system for all information relevant to the use and
conservation of the land and natural resources. It can record
186. The Hazardous Waste Law states that no facility that generates haz-
ardous wastes shall be authorized to operate by a local zoning authority unless
it has obtained an environmental certificate. B.O. Ley 24.284, art. 7 (Arg.).
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and report specific information, such as citizen complaints
about pollution,187 information of hazardous substance re-
leases reported by producers and handlers of such sub-
stances, 8 8 and the information reported in environmental
audits and compliance certificates. This system can become a
central source of information about the location and capaci-
ties of public and private infrastructure such as highways,
utility lines, sewer and water systems, treatment facilities
and the issuance of development permits. 89
As a complete and accessible system, these information
programs can provide information quickly to local plan-
ners, 90 provincial officials, citizens, and national legislators.
Geographical information systems provide a method for in-
suring efficient feed-back within the overall system and can,
assist greatly in establishing a national system of monitoring
of compliance with environmental and territorial planning
programs.
6. Impact Reviews and Permits
A system of conducting environmental impact reviews,
at both the national and the provincial level, should be estab-
lished by the federal congress. The federal impact review
process should be limited to federal projects or activities
which carry a significant potential impact on the environ-
ment. Beyond this, the provinces should be encouraged to
187. Decree 674/89 establishes procedures for citizens and corporations to
follow to report violations of federal water pollution regulations. B.O. Decreto
67489 (Arg.).
188. Article 60(f) of the national Hazardous Waste Law requires the Secreta-
riat of Natural Resources and Human Environment to create an information
network available to the public regarding the generation, handling and disposal
of hazardous wastes. B.O. Ley 24.051, art. 60(f) (Arg.).
189. The state of Rhode Island has a state land use plan called Land Use
2110 that includes a computer-generated land capability map identifying four
categories of land use intensity. This map is used by cities and towns to deter-
mine allocations of land for development and conservation. See Porter, supra
this volume, at 547.
190. See Bec, Argentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 595.
"[Slince municipalities enjoy significant autonomy regarding environmental
matters, it corresponds to the national legal system to provide for and empha-
size the exchange of information and coordination of this highly decentralized
system." Id. at 595-96.
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conduct environmental reviews. Where provinces decide not
to conduct environmental reviews, or where a project or activ-
ity has clear interprovincial or national impacts, the federal
government should complete the required review. In appro-
priate cases, provinces should be encouraged to delegate envi-
ronmental review responsibility to the municipal level so that
the environmental review can be coordinated with local zon-
ing, building and land use permit issuance.
The Chilean system of requiring an environmental im-
pact study for significant projects and an environmental dec-
laration for less significant projects should be studied for
possible adoption. Citizen participation should be included in
the process; individual citizens and non-governmental orga-
nizations should be allowed to comment on the environmen-
tal impacts of projects under review and to suggest mitigation
measures, where appropriate. Reviewers should be en-
couraged to consider and respond to such input.
Compliance with the required level of environmental re-
view should be a prerequisite for qualifying for a permit,
either under the environmental protection system or the ter-
ritorial planing system. All development permits issued by
local and provincial governments, as well as permits for point
source pollution activities, should be subject to this review
system.
7. Enforcement
There should be coordination between the administrative
mechanisms for issuing permits and enforcing applicable
standards. A system of fines and other penalties should be
established at the provincial level to insure compliance.
Other sanctions should include the revocation or conditioning
of existing permits and orders to cease operations where
emergency conditions exist. Where willful and intentional vi-
olations of standards are found, extraordinary fines should be
levied and the proceeds contributed to an environmental and
territorial promotion fund. A national system of default en-
forcement should be created where no effective action is
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taken at the provincial or municipal level and serious condi-
tions continue unabated. 191
The legislature should consider establishing a national
system of mediating controversies regarding environmental
and territorial planning standards that allows for the resolu-
tion of disputes among the parties directly affected by the vio-
lation. Non-governmental organizations should be
encouraged to become involved in this mediation system to
the extent that they are interested and capable.
8. Incentives
The national government should establish an Environ-
mental and Territorial Promotion Fund and enable it to pro-
vide a wide range of incentives to encourage compliance with
this legal system. 192 The Fund should be independently and
impartially administered. The first obligation of the Fund,
which can be supplemented by national appropriations,
should be to provide the financial support needed by the in-
dependent standard setting entity. Any net revenues real-
ized by the national registry and licensing functions should
be contributed to this fund along with any extraordinary fines
levied on willful or intentional violators of established
standards. 193
The directors of this national fund should be authorized
to provide a broad range of grants and incentives to en-
courage activities that advance the purposes of this legal sys-
tem. These could include educational programs, planning
191. This default approach conforms to the intent of Article 41 as interpreted
by attorneys Walsh and Sabsay. See Daniel Sabsay & Juan Rodrigo Walsh, Ar-
gentine Symposium Speech, supra this volume, at 589. It parallels the approach
taken under the Brazilian framework law discussed supra part V., section A.2.
192. There is precedent for this recommendation. See Law 23.883 which
creates the National Fund for the Financing of Productive Activities of Small
and Medium Sized Companies, which creates incentives for investments in en-
vironmentally sound activities. B.O. Ley 23.883 (Arg.).
193. Decree 674/89 levies fines, or tariffs, on companies that are responsible
for untreated, polluted discharges into federal waters. These sanctions are not
regarded with great seriousness particularly since it is far cheaper to pay the
tariff than it is to invest in the expensive water treatment facilities needed to
treat waste water before discharge. B.O. Decreto 674/89 (Arg.).
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grants to municipalities or provinces, research and develop-
ment grants, and similar activities.
VII. Implementation
On March 23, 1996, an Argentine organization estab-
lished to resolve environmental conflicts and aid in policy cre-
ation, Consenso Ambiental, facilitated a day-long meeting
attended by ten environmental, economic and land use ex-
perts. The purpose of this meeting was to evaluate and com-
ment upon the priorities for national action contained in the
previous section of this article. In attendance were repre-
sentatives of the national petroleum industry, the American
Chamber of Commerce, the Argentine Center for Interna-
tional Relations, the National Park System, the Union for the
Conservation of Nature, the Foundation on the Environment
and Natural Resources, an economist, two facilitators and
three recorders.
The group endorsed the idea of a framework law and
each of the components contained in the previous section. It
focused its attention on the implementation of these recom-
mendations agreeing that the national government's role
should facilitate and be subordinate to that of the provinces.
The participants gathered by Consenso Ambiental recom-
mended that the national government base its role in these
matters on the principle of subsidiarity.19 4
The group's principal recommendation was that the na-
tional Congress establish a process for forming an interdisci-
plinary, nonpartisan Coordinating Entity in full partnership
with the provinces to implement these actions. This entity
could be a reorganized, existing one, such as COFEMA, 195 or
the Parlamento Ecologico Nacional. 196 Alternatively, this Co-
ordinating Entity could be newly created. In either case, it
should be assigned a central role in initiating and directing
the priority actions contained in the preceding section.
194. El principio de subsidiariedad.
195. Consejo Federal de Medio Ambiente, formed by compact among the na-
tional and provincial environmental ministers.
196. Formed by actions of the national and provincial legislatures.
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Regarding the creation of an incentive fund, the group
felt that the resources should be distributed at the provincial
level by this Coordinating Entity based on the degree to
which each province has complied with established environ-
mental and land use policies and used primarily to imple-
ment land use, or territorial, plans. The group also endorsed
or recommended the following:
1. close coordination of land use planning with the
completion of environmental impact studies;
2. the participation of non-governmental organiza-
tions in the creation of land use plans and in appearing
before the Coordinating Entity in administrative proceed-
ings regarding compliance with established plans, proce-
dures and standards;
3. the creation of negotiated environmental compli-
ance standards by an interdisciplinary body created by the
Coordinating Entity;
4. the principle of self-regulation among regulated
industries;
5. the central importance of creating a Geographical
Information System;
6. the principal responsibility of provincial and local
agencies for insuring compliance with established
standards;
7. judicial standing for non-governmental organiza-
tions to appeal enforcement decisions or agency failure to
enforce standards; and
8. the responsibility of the Coordinating Entity for the
maintenance and administration of the registry and licens-
ing functions and the distribution of any revenues realized
from its operations to the provincial and local levels.
VIII. Conclusion
In Article 41 of the Argentine Constitution, environmen-
tal protection and sustainable development are fused. 97 Do-
197. All citizens have a right to a healthy, well balanced environment,
suitable to human development and to economic development that
does not compromise the needs of future generations.
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mestic economic reality and the requirements of the
international marketplace require environmental policy in
Argentina to be integrated with economic policy.198 Laws
adopted in Venezuela and Mexico and a proposal that was
seriously considered in the United States' 99 provide a model
for the Argentine Congress to consider.
These laws provide a framework for integrating economic
development, land use and environmental planning, pro-
grams and processes. They provide an opportunity for the
Congress to adopt a broad set of policy objectives, set forth
appropriate institutional arrangements among federal, pro-
vincial and municipal governments, establish processes that
involve regulated companies and non-governmental organiza-
tions in the creation of regulatory standards, provide flexibil-
ity in meeting those standards, and coordinate the issuance
of environmental and land use permits.
The adoption of a basic law of this type does not require
the rescission of existing legislation, but creates instead a
framework for coordinating economic, environmental and
land use programs and guiding their gradual evolution into a
coherent and efficient management system for the country's
resources; they provide hope that a national legal system for
achieving sustainable development can be created.
CONST. ARG., art 41. The Spanish version reads:
Todos los habitantes gozan el derecho a un ambiente sano,
equilibrado, apto para el desarrollo humano y para que las ac-
tividades productivas satisfagan las necesidades presentes sin com-
prometer las de las generaciones futuras.
198. See supra part IV, section A.
199. See supra part V, section B.
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